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heat and humidity of the lowlands; and (4) the extremely rank growth
of vegetation in the forested areas, especially on the eastern lowlands and
the eastern slopes where the trade winds bring moisture from the sea at
seasons which would otherwise be dry. Such handicaps are so widespread
in low latitudes that it is worth while to get a clear idea of them here where
we first meet them. The contrast which they present to the high plateau
with its moderate temperatures and rainfall, its easy agriculture, and its
dense population is striking.
Central America
i
The little countries of Central America (A566) repeat the features of
Mexico on a small scale. They are characterized by three main features:
(1) The first is a northern, or eastern coastal plain. Everywhere this gets
abundant rain in summer after the noonday sun has reached the zenith
and then moves on toward the north. At other seasons most of the coastal
plain gets some rain because the tradewinds have to rise over mountains
or plateaus on its west side. Thus the eastern lowlands and the eastern
or northern slopes of the mountains behind them usually get rain at
practically all seasons, and are covered with a dense tropical rainforest. -*
Agriculture is difficult, although there is considerable good banana land.
(2) The second part of these little Latin American Republics is a
central elevated tract. In Guatemala, the most northern republic, this
rises to a height of more than a mile and forms a plateau with mountains
on both sides/ Volcanoes and marvelous lakes dammed by lava make
the scenery unusually inspiring. Here, even more than in Mexico, the
population is largely Indian. In Mexico, mestizos, or people of mixed
Indian and Spanish descent, predominate, but in Guatemala the majority
are pure Indians. Living as they do on a high cool plateau, they are wise
to wear thick woolen blankets. These are hot by day, but when the sun
disappears and cool winds blow across the plateau, it is very comforting
to stick one's head through a hole in a blanket and let the blanket hang
down around one's legs.
How important the high part of the country is may be judged from
the fact that five of the seven capitals of Central America lie at high alti-
tudes, as appears in the following table:
Altitude	Population	Population	People per
Country             Capital	of Capital	of Capital	of Country	Square Mik
Mexico	Mexico City	7400	1,100,000	19,000,000	25
Guatemala	Guatemala City	4»9°o	134^00	2400,000	55
Honduras	Tegucigalpa	3.200	47,000	1,000,000	22
Salvador	San Salvador	2,100	100,000	1,600,000	121
Nicaragua	Managua	150	40,000	850,000	17
Costa Rica	San Jos6	3»7oo	70,000	600,000	32
Panama	Panama City	Sealevel	74,000	530,000	16

